
 

 

 

  
 DPSSMUN 
GAZETTE  

“You have to take ownership and leadership of 
tomorrow. For that to be possible, you have to 

strengthen your capacity and widen your vision as a 
global citizen.” 

 
-Ban Ki-Moon (Secretary General of UN) 

LEAP TO LEAD 



 

MESSAGES OF GOOD WILL 

Secretary General  2015 – Diksha Sundarka 

 

 

 

Deputy Secretary General  2015–Chhavishree Somani 

 

  

I was truly honoured to serve as the 
Secretary General of DPSSMUN 
2015. The resounding success of the 
conference stood as a testimony of 
tireless commitment exhibited by the 
teams and relentless determination 
shown by the delegates. This MUN 
taught all those who were a part of it 
that within the very cause of the 
problem is its most viable solution. It 
served as a great platform for 
delegates and our entire team to not  

 only showcase their intellectual prowess, diplomatic skills and managerial talent but also to make 
friends and memories for lifetime. May this legacy be carried forward for the years to come. 

The DPSSMUN 2015 was not just an experience for me but 
it was an unforgettable journey. It was different from the 
previous MUN as we, the students got this propitious 
opportunity to organise the event all by ourselves. It was an 
incredible display of sheer hard work, industry, diligence 
and dedication by the entire organising committee as well 
as the delegates. The guidance of our experienced teachers 
and the support of our esteemed Principal, are priceless. I 
wish DPSSMUN 2016 turns to be a huge success. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

FRANKLY SPEAKING WITH... 

 

Secretary General – MohitAgarwal 

1. Given the fact that you are this year’s Secretary General, how do you find your job? 
 
Being this year’s secretary general, I really feel excited for the event. I have been 
assigned a job with high responsibility and I feel honoured to serve as the secretary 
general. This position requires dedication and a lot of hardwork.  
 

2. You have 11 MUNS to your credit. What has your experience taught you? 
 
MUNing has been great for me as it has helped me develop my oratory as well as my 
diplomatic skills. I have been to various MUNs and debating with many talented 
delegates has helped me a lot in enhancing my skills and in developing leadership 
traits. 
 

3. Who do you think is the most influential MUNer you have met?  
 
The most influential MUNner I have met so far is Dhiren Balasaria. He has 
extraordinary diplomatic skills. He has taught me how to speak influentially, even in 
the most vulnerable situations. 
 

4. What tips would you like to give to the first timers?  
 
The only key to success in MUN is to be active and to speak more. They must look 
much beyond the certificates and aim to develop their skills. They should benefit from 
the rich experience that MUN provides.  
  

  

 

LEAP TO LEAD 
 

There are 3 sides to every story, your side, their side and the truth. 
We report it all. 

 

As the 8
th
 glorious year of DPSSMUN begins, we welcome all 

the new faces and firmly believe that their knowledge, offbeat 
ideas and finesse will make our jaws drop! 

 
 We feel extremely delighted, as we carry on the Legacy of 
DPSSMUN. As every year, we expect that the MUN will be 

packed with strong debates, prudent speakers, humour and facts 
that leave everyone speechless. As the discussions and debates 
intensify, we make relentless efforts at capturing every exciting 

moment and glimpses of these young and talented minds. 
  

The members of Executive Board have worked incessantly to 
make this event successful and ‘DPSSMUN GAZETTE’ makes 

sure that their strife is not overlooked. We hope that the 
achievements and skills of the Secretary General and the Deputy 

Secretary General will be an inspiration for all. Every split 
second of the event; whether intriguing, cynical or mundane will 
find its place here. The lively inaugural ceremony and the chilled 

out moments of the lunch break won’t be left out either. 
 

“Do your little bit of good where you are; it’s those little bits 
of good put together that overwhelm the world” 

-Desmond Tutu 
 

With this spirit, we hope that the delegates will make the best of 
this opportunity to do their bit of good and work diligently to 

keep the essence of DPSSMUN alive. 
We wish you all the very best! 

Regards 

Chief Editor – Geetansh Agarwal 

Sub-Editor – Parishi Gandhi 



 

 

  

FRANKLY SPEAKING WITH... 
  

Secretary General – Mohit Agarwal 

1. Given the fact that you are this year’s Secretary General, how do you find your job? 
  
Being this year’s Secretary General, I feel really excited for the event. I have been assigned a job 
with high responsibility and I feel honoured to serve as the Secretary General. This position requires 
dedication and a lot of hardwork on my behalf. 
  
2. You have 11 MUNS to your credit. What has your experience taught you? 
  
MUNing has been great for me as it has helped me develop my oratory as well as diplomatic skills. I 
have been to various MUNs and have debated with many talented delegates. This has helped me a 
lot in enhancing my skills and in developing leadership traits. 
  
3. Who do you think is the most influential MUNer you have met?  
  
The most influential MUNner I have met so far is Dhiren Balasaria. He has extraordinary diplomatic 
skills and has taught me how to speak influentially, even in the most vulnerable situations. 
  
4. What tips would you like to give to the first timers?  
  
The only key to success in MUN is to be active and to speak more. They must look much beyond the 
certificates and aim to develop their skills. They should benefit from the rich experience that MUN 
provides.  



 

Deputy Secretary General – Priyal Mehta 

 
1. Why do you think one must participate in MUN?  

I believe that MUN is a fun way of learning about the world. In this era of 
globalization, being aware is more important than ever. MUN is an exercise in 
research, public speaking and teamwork. These are skills that one needs 
throughout their career and MUN gives one a chance to practice them while 
they’re students. 

One can leverage their MUN experience and network to get into a reputed 
college and find a good job. One will also develop a network of alumni who 
they have met at conferences. 
 

2. What useful skills have you learnt from MUN? 
 
MUN conferences are unique and help a delegate in developing leadership 
skills and getting over one’s fear of public speaking. It also helps one interact 
with other delegates and take their viewpoints into consideration. Above all, 
students get multicultural education which opens up their thought process on 
various issues. 
 

3. What is your assessment of the agendas chosen for the conference? 
 
The topics are based on current affairs which require immediate attention. 
Delegates will learn how to tackle complex situations prevailing worldwide and 
come up with efficient solutions. 
 

4. What is your vision for DPSSMUN 2016? 

DPSSMUN believes in democratizing the availability of the Model United 
Nations experience. It helps in engaging all students in the collaborative 
process of problem solving and foster leadership skills through discussions and 
debates regarding the world’s most pressing problems. 



 

INAUGURAL CEREMONY 

 

 
 

 
 

  

The grand inaugural ceremony of the 
DPSSMUN 2016 started off with a lovely 
treat to the ears.  The trios Shubhangi 
Yadav, Kavya Phophalia and Anushka 
Shah set the tempo for the day’s 
proceedings with their soulful live music. 
This was followed by a dance 
performance which was just the cherry on 
top! 
Our Principal, Mr. P. Vamshi Krishnan 
inspired our delegates and praised them 
for their vehement participation. 
 

Also, he gave a very bold reason to the non-
participants as to why they must join in, in such 
events which give them loads of exposure. “MUN is 
a microcosm for the skills needed in 21st century” he 
said. Everyone listened intently to his words, 
grasping his wisdom. 
 
Next in line, the flag march thrilled the audience with 
a spectrum of attires which portrayed the diversity in 
our world. 
 
Our hearts were all the more delighted to hear the 
words of the former Secretary General, Diksha 
Sundarka and the former Deputy Secretary General, 
Chhavishree Somani.  
A message which was emphasized upon, by both of 
our chief guests was that one must never miss a 
platform like MUN, as it is a world in itself. 
 
Finally, our Secretary General, Mohit Agarwal, 
felicitated the Executive Board with gavels and after 
a moving speech, he declared the DPSSMUN 2016 
open! 
 
 

 

 



 

A CONCOCTION OF IDEAS 

UNSC 

Chair: Jay Vankawala 

Vice Chair: Alina Morkas 

Agenda: ISIS: World Against Terrorism 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The zeal in the Security Council never seemed to 
go down. The debates and issues addressed were to 
the point and vagueness found no place in the 
committee. The countries, namely Iraq, Syria and 
USA were really vocal and involved. The delegate 
of Iraq raised questions which sharply portrayed 
the bitter truth of the countries under accusation of 
supporting ISIS.  

 

The Chairs mediated the harsh blames put by 
the delegates on one another quite well. Mainly, 
a number of one-on-one challenges took place 
which kept everyone on the edge of their seats 
and quite ironically added humour to the 
debates too. Not a single moment was mundane 
and made the observers think “Well, this is 
gonna get quite interesting!” 



 

HSC 

Chair: Rashika Chaudhary 

Vice Chair: Varun Gandhi 

Agenda: The Six Day War: 1967 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Peace is not defined as absence of conflict, rather it is the resolution of conflict harmoniously. 

That was the agenda of HSC: to assure that the interests of the Middle-East countries and Israel are 
heeded to. 
 
The six day war of 1967, that caused the entire world to question humanity, was the main topic of 
discussion for the committee. The debate rose with a wave of vigour and zeal. All the delegates were 
firm, confident and most of sanguine about the situation. The delegate of Egypt used aggression to ignite 
a raucous debate, which seemed contrived and more like an attempt to elude the questions and 
accusations from the other delegates. The delegate of USA found global peace to be more prestigious 
than political status. All the delegates were well-versed and well prepared. 
 
 

 



 

ICJ 

Chair: Srishti Agarwal 

 Vice Chair: Srishti Roy  

Agenda: Territorial Disputes in South China Sea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ICJ had extremely heated debates 
regarding the territorial disputes in South 
China Sea. Both Philippines and China 
produced well researched arguments to 
substantiate their claims over the territory 
and its resources.  

 

‘China being both an economic and 
a military power, is using its 
influence to have the judgement in 
their favour. However, every 
argument put forth by the 
advocates of Philippines, which is 
an underdeveloped country, are 
equally well researched and bold.’ 
says the chair of ICJ. 

Both teams of advocates were 
clearly well read about the matter 
at hand, which made the committee 
extremely interesting. 
 

 

 



 

DISEC 

Chair: M. Anugrahapradha 

 Vice Chair: Muskan Sethi  

Agenda: Recommendations for Achieving the Objective of Nuclear 
Disarmament and Non – Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The committee had a continuous debate 
and not a quiet down moment.  The 
delegates of Russia, Israel, and Syria 
spoke well. When the discussion of 
nuclear disarmament and non- 
proliferation treaties was going on, the 
delegates fired up motions that were 
relevant and could engage them in 
fruitful discussions. 

The points mentioned by the three active countries were appreciable. Also the other countries left 
no opportunity to create a good platform for discussion. It can be concluded that the arguments and 
points delivered by the representatives were appropriate and delegates were enthusiastic and active 
throughout the session. Their effort is appreciated. 

 

 

 

 



 

HRC 

Chair: Karan Deswal 

Vice Chair: Tanya Chugh 

Agenda: Protection and Promotion of LGBTI 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The HRC had a rather sensitive issue to 
discuss. The protection and promotion of 
LGBTI rights is something that all the 
countries in the world face today. During the 
discussion, the delegates had to dodge their 
arguments in order to avoid conflict.  
 
Having such an interesting issue at hand, the 
delegates raised the level of discussion 
supplementing their views with proper facts 
and statistics. 
 
The crisis was interesting and raised 
controversial ideas. The Chair tried to spice 
things up by joining the discussions as a guest-
delegate. 
  
 

 



 

ECOFIN 

Chair: Rachna Tiwari 

Vice Chair: Rushil Saluja 

Agenda: Global Economic Impact of BREXIT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Economic and Financial Committee was one of 
those committees which had the most recent and 
arguable topic. The committee dealt with the exit of 
Britain from the European Union and its impact on 
the Global Economy. Brexit being a current topic, 
the delegates did not lack information and thus 
ensured good participation. 

 

The emergency crisis of the committee that 
dealt with Frexit saw delegate of France 
taking a strong stand against the allegations 
put up. In the post lunch session, the 
delegates picked up the pace and contributed 
valid points regarding the topic. Over the 
course of time, the participation of the 
delegates rose up resulting in a healthy and 
productive discussion. Also the chair and 
vice-chair showed equal enthusiasm and 
encouraged the delegates to take a stand. 

 



 

LOK SABHA 

Speaker: Radhika Sundarka 

Deputy Speaker:  Hardik Rawat 

Agendas: 1. A Modern Country, A Primitive Law: Do Personal Laws Need 
Reforms? 

                  2. AFSPA:  Does it Have a Place in India Democracy? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The session of the committee was so 
heated that none of the ministers ever 
failed to mock those who accused them 
and opposed their views. 
 
We’re sure that the delegates will never 
forget the moment where Mrs.Gandhi 
stammers while saying Asaddudin 
Owaisi and the chair goes, “Please pay 
attention Mrs. Gandhi” and there are 
laughs and giggles throughout the room. 
Well, our political leader’s ‘Shudh 
Hindi’ could not go unnoticed. The 
enthusiasm in the delegates was 
increasing so much that they overlooked 
the fact that they were not supposed to 
bang the table in approval for the 
delegate whose views were contradictory 
to theirs. 

Delegates researched about topics other 
than their own, studied the culture, 
history, political situation. Also they 
prepared speeches outlining their 
position. All these efforts of the students 
as delegates for the conference was 
worth it as throughout the day they were 
able to interact, negotiate, debate and 
collaborate with delegates of other nation 
in an attempt to draft and secure support 
for Resolutions. 



 

SPECPOL 

Chair: Aayushi Borwankar 

Vice Chair: Prasit Gandhi 

Agenda: The Question of Kurdistan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The SPECPOL committee had gathered to 
discuss the issue of an independent 
Kurdistan, which is a subject sensitive to 
the entire world let alone the Middle-East 
countries. The ramifications of formation of 
an independent Kurdistan include the 
possibility of a Third World War, which is 
why it’s important for the delegates to 
factor in all possibilities and make a 
prudent decision. 

The General Speaker’s List was commenced by a fierce accusation by the Delegate of 
Turkey that USA, despite being an ally of Turkey under the umbrella of NATO, stabbed 
Turkey in the back by supplying the Kurdish rebellion with arms and ammo. 

Interestingly, the Delegate of Russia had a vague stance on the issue. She contradicted 
herself which was immediately pointed out by the Delegate of Turkey in a ferocious 
upheaval. It is also worth noting that the Chair and Vice-Chair did an excellent job of 
maintaining the decorum. They however did seem tired of correcting the Delegates about 
the usage of pronouns. Throughout the session, Delegates asserted their points by 
providing facts and stats. The Delegates of UAE, Syria, and Turkey did a commendable 
job. 

 

 



 

GFCCC 

Chair: Preet Singhvi 

Vice Chair: Amola Jagirdar 

Agenda: SITH Lord’s V/S The Jedis: The Universal War 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The committee was functioning pretty smoothly for a considerable span of time. But it all 
changed when the three planets rich in resources came into picture. Leaders of the two 
communities were Darth Vader and Yoda respectively. Both of them depicted immense 
aggression towards each other and their blame game never seemed to end. The committee , 
overall was very enthusiastic. The delegates were willing to take initiative. Darth Vader 
and Yoda in particular were brilliant. Luke Skywalker, Crankston and Captain Tywin 
played a significant role in the discussions too. They seemed to give no importance to each 
other but the bitter truth is that both of them are supplementary to each other. 



 

UNDP 

Chair: Preet Desai 

Vice Chair:  Tanya Jasuja 

Agenda: Gender Mainstreaming in Early Recovery Situations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Equality is an indispensible fundamental right that every human being deserves regardless of 
their gender. 

This year’s agenda for UNDP was gender mainstreaming in the early recovery situations. The 
delegates were surely well-researched and had ignited the spark for heated discussions and 
debates. The delegates of India and Egypt were spot on in their speeches which rattled the entire 
committee. The chair and vice-chair also showed extreme diligence while performing double 
roles. The delegates also handled the emergency crisis situation with great confidence and 
prudence.  

Overall, the committee sessions were effective and solutions proposed would surely help in 
eliminating the problems. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

HEAR THE MUN CALL 
Hear the MUN call! 

Solution to problems it offers 

Questions innumerous, discussions prolonged 

Heated debates and poised discourses 

A mixture of all that MUN beholds. 
  

The arguments so fierce 

For which the delegates rehearse 

 With words as weapons 

They teach valuable lessons 

To disagree without hampering peace 

Find solutions to quests at ease 

  
For peace and harmony 

Forget the differences 

Embrace the diversities 

United WE work for a cause 

The welfare of one and all 

  
Hear! For MUN beckons all 

The committees assigned 

The structure designed 

With the O.C. to shape 

The I.P. to capture 

And the chairs to guide 

Let us celebrate this enlightening ride.  
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ACROSS 
1. A paragraph in a resolution describing 
one specific guiding principle. 
4. The sign that has the name of the 
country you are representing on it. 
7. A discussion which is done on a 
particular topic. 
8. The person who is responsible for the 
smooth running of the Committee.  
10. This is essentially a suggestion for 
action to the Committee 
11. Order which has to be maintained in 
a committee. 
12. The little wooden hammer the 
Chairperson uses to keep the Committee 
in order. 

DOWNWARDS 
2. The delegations that wish to see the 
draft resolution 
3. All matter that has to do with 
the content of the Committee session 
5. The table upfront behind which the 
Chairperson is sitting. 
6. The introduction, in which you state 
upon what principles you are acting 
9. A change to the operative clauses of a 
draft resolution 

CRACK YOUR MINDS! 
MUNers!! Complete the following crossword puzzle with the help of the 
hints given below. 

Hints:  



 

MUN Partners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

IP: The International Press aims to 
deliver an unbiased view of the 
prestigious DPSSMUN 16’. The IP is 
a team of committed reporters, 
photographers, editors and layout 
planners. It works cohesively to bring 
out the discussions and heated debates 
of the erudite delegates and 
amalgamate every bit of information 
in the edition ‘Leap to Lead’, while 
retaining its essence and performing 
the honourable duty of press. 
 

 

LOGISTICS: The logistics 
committee is an integral part of 
DPSSMUN as it sets the platform 
for all the talks, clicks and action. 
The core team works in unison 
with the various committees and 
looks into the organisation of the 
conference. 
 

 

CULTURAL AND EVENT 
MANAGEMENT: DPSSMUN 
effectively serves a creative outlet and 
enables its members to think out of the 
box and provides them with an 
opportunity to display their creative 
thoughts. The committee specifically 
looks into the smooth organisation of 
The Inaugural and Valedictory 
function. The magic wand of the 
creative team adds colour and life to the 
conference. 
 

 



 

BEST ONE LINERS 

1. “Jedis may be corrupt but they’re all true, loyal and honest!” 

-Captain Tywin 

2. “India aisa desh hai jaha Id aur Karvachauth ek hi chand ke niche manate hai!” 

-Asaduddin Qwaisi 

3. “There was never a good war fought, never a bad peace made!” 

-Cranston 

4. “Mudda nahi hai toh bhi Jaitly Ji chillane par aa jaate hain!” 

-Asaduddin Qwaisi 

5. “We are sitting here in an air-conditioned room drinking tea and coffee and what 
measures have been taken? Atleast US took short term measures!” 

-Delegate of Iraq 

6. “Our religion is supreme for us and me and my Islamic brothers won't sit in the 
committee and bear this insult.” 

-Delegate of Iraq (when US blamed Islam for the division) 

7. “Delegates do not make statements that hurt the sentiments of other countries 
otherwise we will keep writing apologies all day.” 

-Chair of UNSC 

8. “Who is going to feed babies and do household chores if women enter into 
politics?” 

-Delegate of Kuwait 

 

  



 

 

 

 
ON A CLOSING NOTE… 

 
The delegates were so engrossed in the debates and spontaneous 
crisis sessions that little did they realise that time had elapsed and 

the conference had come to an end. 
 

Our guest of honour for the closing ceremony was Ashlesha 
Khurrana. She enlightened our minds by sharing her rich 

experiences and everyone was delighted to hear her. 
 

The award ceremony was the most awaited moment. It was 
recognition of the sincere efforts and honest endeavour of the 

delegates. Everyone cheered as the winning participants collected 
their accolades. Truly! Their hardwork and sincere effort had paid 

off! Congratulations to all of them! 
 

Finally our Deputy Secretary General, Priyal Mehta shared her 
experiences and thoughts about the DPSSMUN 2016. She 

thanked everyone for their involvement and hardwork which 
made the event successful and thus, she declared the DPSSMUN 

2016 closed. 


